
RETREAT DISCLAIMER  

a) Samacitta Ltd reserves the right to cancel any booking at any time. In the 
highly unlikely event of  a confirmed and paid-for booking being 
cancelled by Samacitta before the commencement of  a retreat, Samacitta 
can only offer alternative retreat dates as compensation, i.e. your booking 
is transferable to a future retreat date - no refunds can be given for any 
booking or expenses incurred as the result of  your booking.    

b) Samacitta Ltd reserves the right to alter accommodation arrangements 
where necessary and to allocate suitable rooms at the venue as per 
booking.   

c) Retreat bookings are not usually deemed transferable to others unless 
pre-authorised by Samacitta in special circumstances. 

d)    In booking on-line through samacitta.com the client is automatically  
 agreeing to the Samacitta cancellation policy and T & C’s as per the  
 website.   

e)  The client states that they are eighteen years of  age or over and agree to  
 take full responsibility for their healthcare decisions in practising yoga 
 and receiving bodywork and agree to seek medical permission where  
 necessary (i.e. if  on any medication which interferes with the retreat  
 process or activities). 

 f) The client understands that some side effects can arise whilst on retreat 
 - such as those associated with the detoxification/purification process - 
 and that these effects can differ from one person to another and that  
 emotional release is to be expected.  The client therefore states that  
 they take full emotional and mental and physical responsibility for their 
 medical health and well-being and in attending deem they are in  
 suitable physical & mental condition to do so,  and have declared any  
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 conditions to Samacitta Ltd and Katrina Johnston confidentially and  
 those contracted by Samacitta Ltd, i.e. yoga teacher and and venue host 
 and any other workers on-site, are released from any adverse  effects 
 incurred and from any liability associated with, or connected to, the use 
 of  any natural healing protocols that they agree to undertake during  
 their Retreat, and any damage, actual or consequential, arising directly 
 or indirectly from any aspect of  the Retreat, whether in yoga,   
 bodywork, diet, excursion, or otherwise.  

g)  Clients are responsible for their own personal, medical and travel  
 insurance. No responsibility can be taken by Samacitta Ltd for any  
 unsatisfactory outcome arising from travel arrangements, theft or loss, 
 or personal accidents. 

 
h)  The client understands the historic nature of  the venue which  presents 
 conditions such as uneven surfaces, stones and sometimes slippery  
 paving so will exercise due care and attention. The client states they  
 take full responsibility for their own personal safety for the duration  
 of  the retreat.  

i)  No responsibility can be accepted by Samacitta Ltd for the loss, theft or 
 damage to any property of  the client whether owned by the client or  
 otherwise, or any consequential loss howsoever caused. 

j)  In the event of  any damage to the venue accommodation by the client, 
 or to any content/personal property at the venue accommodation,     
 the responsibility such as the need to replace damaged items, or the  
 need to employ a specialist cleaning company is chargeable to the client.  

Name: ............................................................................................................................
   

Signed: ...................................................................................................................  

Date: .................................................................... 


